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Book two in the captivating series by USA Today bestselling author Leia Stone that has been
optioned for film. When Aurora found out that the vampires were after her blood to procreate,
she thought she knew her mission. Take out the vampires and live happily ever after with Kai and
their pack. But when the witches discover something about her, everything changes. Maybe
Aurora doesn’t have as much control over her fate as she thought and sometimes allies become
enemies. Aurora and Kai must defy all odds if their future is to end in happiness.

About the AuthorLeia Stone is a full time writer and mother of twins. When she isn't writing or
kiddo wrangling, her nose is shoved in a good book. She lives with her husband and family in
Portland, Oregon. She loves Indian food and is a vegetarian. www.leiastone.com --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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For my courageous daughter who is every bit as spunky and feisty as I was as a child, and for
my dear son, who has the kindest heart and works so hard. I love you both more than any earthly
language can describe.

1AffinityI waved the eagle feather in a light zig zag motion over the smoking sage bundle.
“Cleanse this space so that only white light remains,” I told the smoke as Sylvia and the coven
looked on. Sylvia had initiated me into her coven a few months ago. Now I was learning magic.
Kai wasn’t crazy about the idea but I loved it. I loved learning about all of the different spells and
ways to read and manipulate energy. It felt like I could study magic for 100 years and never know
it all. I walked over to the copper bowl that held white salt and grabbed a handful. I sprinkled it in
a circle around us. “This casting is blessed,” I told the coven with confidence. Sylvia looked at me
with pride. She walked over to the large wooden table and began to arrange certain items in a
circle.“Ladies, we are blessed to have Aurora in our coven. These times have become uncertain.
The balance has tilted in favor of the vampires and so we witches, who like to remain neutral,
have had to take a side. We have sided with humanity, and therefore, with the werewolves who
protect them. Aurora is special. She’s lived her entire life believing she was human, and now she
is a witch and a werewolf. This gives her a wonderful perspective. We have gathered here
tonight to ask our ancestors and spirit guides to reveal her affinity so we may help her develop
her magical gifts.” Sylvia carried herself with such confidence and authority. I now recognized her
as an Alpha in the witch world.I stared at my shoes nervously.“Aurora, Aurora, Aurora.” The
witches began to chant and started interlocking their hands to make a circle around me and
Sylvia as we stood in front of the table.Sylvia gestured to the objects on the table. There were



five colored gemstones in a circle. “These are affinity stones. The white stone is a scrying stone.
Witches with this affinity have the gift of future sight. They are seers. I presume this will be your
affinity because of your Matefinder abilities,” she told me. “The black stone is the spell casters’
stone. This is my affinity. Any spell I do is ten times more amplified than an average spell
caster.”Whoa. That must be why she was the high priestess of our coven.“The blue stone is the
healers’ stone. They have a natural affinity for healing spells. Gretchen is an affinity healer.”
Sylvia nodded to an older witch who smiled at me.“The green stone is the alchemy stone. Any
metal or mineral can be mutated at the alchemists’ wish. They are usually very rich because they
love turning steel into gold.” She flicked her eyes to a middle-aged witch with long black hair. Her
neck was adorned in golden chains. Large chunky diamond rings glittered on her fingers. She
smiled at me and I caught the glint of a gold-capped tooth at the back of her mouth.
Interesting.Sylvia continued. “The last stone, the red stone, is the power stone. Usually only an
affinity to dark witches, it makes them hunger for and absorb other witches’ power.”My mouth
dropped open. I was reminded of Prudence, the dark witch working with Layla. That had to be
her affinity. Sylvia gave me a slight nod as if she knew what I was thinking.“Now Aurora, when I
say the enchantment, you will hold your hand over the stones and see which one calls to you.
Then you will be mentored by a witch who has mastered that affinity. Ready?"I let out a deep
breath. "Sure," I said, and tried not to let my voice croak. I got in a car accident a few months
ago. Then I got turned into a werewolf, found out I was some rare Matefinder that could match up
wolves to save my race with procreation, and now this. Not too much to handle. Nope. I could do
this. Just breathe.Sylvia threw some yellow powder over the stones."Turmeric," she told me. "To
purify."I was still learning after all.Sylvia threw her hands up in grand fashion. "Guides and
teachers, hear my call! Aurora has chosen to follow her magic, let us put her to the test. Help her
choose straight and true; help her be her very best!" I wondered if rhyming was required for spell
casting. Mist flew from Sylvia’s hands and surrounded the stones.My palms began itching. Sylvia
had told me before that it was rare that I could see the mist, that I could visually see magic. So
maybe I would get the seer stone. I was already able to see the futures of the mates I paired up
in my visions. I wouldn’t complain if I got the alchemy stone but I didn’t want the red power stone.
My palms were warm and getting hotter. I looked at Sylvia, who nodded. I let my palms hover
over the stones and made a circular motion. The white seer stone began to wobble. Whoa! It
was moving! Then it rolled a few inches into the center of the circle."Good girl! A seer!" Sylvia
told the coven and everyone clapped. I smiled. Just as I was about to pull my palm away, I felt it
itch again and radiate warmth. A second stone began to wobble, the blue healer stone. I could
hear gasps of breath all around me as the blue stone rolled into the center and softly clanked
against the white one. My palm cooled and I lowered my hand. I had forgotten about healing
Kai’s leg in the woods … Was that an affinity?"Two affinities," Sylvia said in shock. "She's a Devi.
A flesh wanderer!" another witch declared."We don't know that!" Sylvia answered sternly.Oh,
God. Not again. Not another freak thing. What the hell was a Devi?"Two affinities. Werewolf and
witch. There are many signs that she could be a Devi," another witch commented, looking at me



curiously."A Devi?" I rubbed my sweating palms on my jeans. The word was foreign to me. The
witches pronounced it Day-vee."Sweetheart, do you believe in reincarnation?" Gretchen asked
me."Enough! She's had enough!" Sylvia suddenly yelled and the other witches quieted."This
casting is over. So be it. She will be trained with two affinities." Sylvia had the sweet mom thing
going on ninety percent of the time but the other ten percent, she was a force to be reckoned
with. This was one of those times. No one challenged her.I could hear the witches gathering their
things and leaving. Gretchen approached me. I could smell her. Frankincense. She placed a
hand on my shoulder and I immediately felt comforted and at peace. Was she healing me?"It will
be okay, dear," she whispered, and then she left.I stood before Sylvia. Something was wrong.
She was wringing the hem of her shirt in her hands. She sighed.“Just tell me.” My voice echoed
off of the walls. Honestly, I wasn’t sure I could take much more. I didn’t think there could be much
more.Sylvia turned to face me. Her green eyes and striking auburn hair reminded me of a cat.
Her eyes transformed and glowed silver. She was in the zone.“When the balance here on Earth
is threatened, a Devi incarnates with a great purpose, to make things right,” she told me in an
ominous voice.“Okay … that doesn’t sound so bad.” I was picking at my cuticles nervously.“Well,
it’s not. It’s just that … legend says, when the Devi is done with their purpose, they leave.”“Like
after that life is over, they die?” This conversation was getting weird. My wolf was coming to the
surface. I sensed a threat.Sylvia cleared her throat nervously. “Like, after their purpose is
completed, they leave their body immediately. They always die young.”I laughed. I couldn’t help
it. Yesterday my life couldn’t get any weirder but it just did. I made a classic Aurora decision then.
Denial. This wasn’t happening. Buh-Bye.“I’m not a Devi, and I’m not going anywhere. Goodnight,
Sylvia.” I turned and left. She was right, I had had enough. I slammed the door on my way out. It
made me feel a little better. I would probably apologize to Sylvia later for running out, but I
couldn’t deal with this nonsense.Sylvia lived deep in the woods of Sandy, Oregon. Her home
was a short drive down the mountain from ours. As I drove back up the mountain, I tried not to
think of reincarnation and Devis. My brain was a traitor because that’s all it wanted to think
about! As I passed the spot where I had my car accident, I slowed. My palms grew sweaty. If I
hadn’t been in that accident, then Kai wouldn’t have changed me and I would still be a human
with a simple life. Destiny, my wolf told me.But, then I wouldn’t have met Kai. My stomach
warmed at the thought of him. I didn’t trust men. All men in my life had abused me, cheated on
me, or walked all over me, but not Kai. I pulled up to the private drive that led to our expansive
home on Mount Hood. The trees were so thick on our property, the sun barely made it through. A
fine mist covered the ground. It was a cool time of year. I loved the crisp bite of the wind against
my face as I rolled down my window to breathe in the morning air. This mountain settled my
soul.I parked my car and sat inside for a few minutes clearing my mind. I didn’t want Kai picking
up on my anxiety. I took another deep breath and rolled up my window. After clearing my
thoughts, I entered the home we shared. I could hear talking at the back of the house in Kai’s
office. I knocked lightly at the door. He had been spending a lot of time in there over the past few
weeks, always on the phone, always with hushed voices. He was constantly having ‘meetings’



that took up most of his time.“Come in, Aurora,” his deep, husky voice said through the door.I
smiled. Of course he knew it was me. I could smell him through the door as well. My werewolf
nose was very good. My wolf and I had become one; we were working together like a well-oiled
machine. I entered the room and let my eyes roam over my mate. At six foot one inch tall with
caramel East Indian skin, I could genuinely say that Kai was tall, dark and handsome.Never one
for beating around a subject, I blurted out what I was thinking. “What’s with these hushed
meetings you are having in here?”Kai smiled and the tips of his canines pressed onto his plump
bottom lip. “I can’t slip anything past you, can I?”He pulled me up onto his lap. I straddled him in
his office chair and let my long blonde hair fall like a curtain around us. I nipped his bottom lip
gently. “So?” I pressed him again. He sighed but didn’t say anything. I took that as a sign things
were about to get serious and stepped off of him. He growled.“Aurora, I want to marry you,” Kai
stated.Not this argument again. “The vampires want to take my fertile blood after our mating
ceremony and create baby vampire spawn. We can’t have that happening, and I can’t kill all of
the vampires myself, so …” I put my hair into a big bun, fastening it with a pencil from Kai’s desk.
Kai’s father, Raj, had originally advised us not to marry. The intel he discovered a few months
ago said I was infertile, but would become fertile after we had our mating ceremony. It was true. I
checked it out myself. Infertile. Kai had some big plan to take out Layla, the queen of the North
American vampire clan. I thought it was too dangerous. I wanted to marry Kai, I did. But at what
cost? Werewolves didn’t exactly have high numbers to rival the vampires.“So … what’s the plan,
boss man?” I teased, hoping to lighten the mood.Kai stood then and crossed the room eerily
fast. His gift of speed never ceased to amaze me, even though I had the same gift. He cupped
my face in his hands. His eyes turned yellow; his wolf was out. “Aurora, I need you to trust me. I
can’t tell you my entire plan now, only that I have accepted an offer to join the werewolf council.”I
recoiled slightly. “Really? You hate politics! You denied their request three times. Why now?” I
remembered the awful day Kai had taken me to the Alpha council meeting and I collapsed in
front of everyone when I had my big vision. The council members didn’t exactly seem like a
bunch of chummy folks. I couldn’t imagine Kai grouping with them.Kai’s eyes turned brown.
“Trust me, Meri Pyari.” He kissed my nose and smelled my neck. I growled softly. Why the hell
was he keeping me in the dark? He thought I was fragile, that I couldn’t handle things. I didn’t like
secrets.Kai gave me a look that said don’t be mad.“I have a self-defense class to teach at Safe
Haven,” I reminded him with just enough sass in my voice to tell him I was upset.He closed his
laptop. “I will come along.”“Now I can’t be alone? I need a bodyguard?” I grabbed the keys to the
new car Kai bought me. Why was everyone trying to protect me all the time? I could take care of
myself. Kai grabbed my wrist and turned me to face him.“Aurora, you are the Matefinder, the
most rare and hunted wolf. Excuse me if I seem over protective. It’s because I love you.”Okay.
Dammit. He knew just what to say. I kissed him long and deep and left a growl in his throat when
I turned away. He followed.

2AttackThe moment we pulled up to Safe Haven, I immediately knew something was wrong. The



front glass door was shattered, sirens could be heard in the distance, and it smelled like
vampire. Without thinking, I struggled out of my clothes and shifted into my wolf form.“Aurora!
We’re in public,” Kai scolded me.It was instinct, I couldn’t help it. If I was going to run into a
vampire, I wanted to be a wolf; not a hundred and thirty pound human girl with no weapon.I ran
to the open doorway, whimpering as glass cut my paws. Kai followed behind me in human form,
gun drawn. The entire pack carried weapons ever since the vampires had waged war on our kind
by trying to poison our water supply with liquid silver. Kai held the gun, loaded with silver bullets,
in his outstretched hands. The sound of a scream came from the gymnasium, the fur on my coat
stood, I ran back there. I nudged open the gym door with my snout. When I smelled it, I howled.
Death. Blood. Human. Vampire.Safe Haven was a shelter, a safe place for women and children
to come and escape their abusive lives. The woman that lay before me, was gutted like a fish. I
gagged as rage built up inside me. It was a horror show, purposefully meant to send a message.
Our wolf, Andy, who was supposed to be on guard duty, was unconscious in the corner. Smart. If
they killed him, we would have felt it through the pack bond, but if they quickly knocked him out,
it wouldn’t raise alarm. Two women were sobbing and shaking in the corner. I could hear
footsteps and saw other women and children coming out of their rooms.‘Kai don’t let them see!
They have seen enough blood,’ I urged him through our bond. The women were supposed to
feel safe at the shelter. However, one was murdered before me and two were traumatized in the
corner. Livid didn’t even begin to describe how I felt. I wanted every vampire alive to be a pile of
dust!Kai quickly turned to address the women. “Ladies, there has been an accident. Please go
back to your rooms while I talk to the authorities. The gymnasium is off limits.” Kai shut the gym
room doors. All of the women knew Kai; they trusted him. Damn, he was good with public
speaking, an Alpha trait, I guess.‘Aurora, shift and change. Cops will be here within minutes. I
don’t smell any vampires near. They’ve gone.’Kai approached the two women who stared at me
with fear.“Is that a wolf?” one of them asked with a shaky voice.“Yes, I breed mountain wolves in
partnership with the wildlife and gaming commission to help the endangered species. She broke
out of the cage in my truck. She won’t hurt you.”‘Whoa, you’re a good liar,’ I told him. Interesting. I
might have to look out for that.I padded over to the women’s locker room and nudged the door
open with my snout. I cringed at the smell. Sweat. Old Socks. Body odor. I shook it off and shifted
quickly. Kai and I had the same ability to shift instantly and be super-fast. In this moment, I was
grateful. It was stupid of me to have shifted in public in the first place. Rookie werewolf move. I
looked down at my naked body and then across the room to a pile of smelly, old gym clothes.
Yikes. I quickly grabbed the grey sweatpants and large black shirt and threw them on. Yuck. I
reeked.I popped open a small window on the far wall and slid out. I was at the side of the
building and could hear the sirens screaming. They had arrived. I ran super-fast to the front of
the building just as the cops were about to turn the corner. I leapt across the broken glass and
through the front door.A few women were gathered outside the gymnasium doors talking in
shushed voices.“Who is in charge here?” I heard a booming voice from behind me.I turned
around. Cops. I had a love-hate relationship with cops. When my father would get drunk and



beat my mother up, I would call the cops. They would come to the house and my scared mother
wouldn’t press charges. The cops would look at her shaking hands, bruised face, and split lip
and leave. Sometimes they took my father in for a night to dry out, but they never really
intervened. I guess they couldn’t legally. I needed to keep reminding myself that the man I grew
up with wasn’t my real father. Sylvia had shown me that. I was put with my parents for safe
keeping, but I didn’t share his blood. It was oddly comforting.“I am the owner.” I raised my
hand.The cops looked me up and down. No doubt wondering why I was dressed so poorly, with
no shoes.“Please excuse my appearance. My name is Aurora. I own Safe Haven. I was just
about to teach a self-defense class when we saw the broken glass and the body. My boyfriend is
in the gymnasium right now trying to calm the women down. Follow me.”I walked toward the
doors.‘Boyfriend?’ Kai spoke into my mind. He seemed disappointed. So he had heard me.
Damn werewolf hearing.I smiled. ‘Mate sounds weird to humans.’I opened the doors just as the
officers came up behind me. I couldn’t tell before because of the stink on my clothes, but I
smelled a witch. One of the cops was a witch. We entered and upon seeing the dead, mutilated
body, the cops drew their weapons. The two women were sitting up and facing away from it all.
Kai had calmed them down. I breathed in again.‘One of the cops is a warlock,’ Kai
confirmed.‘Good one or bad one?’ I asked. Sylvia had taught me a little about dark witches and
light witches, but I didn’t know how to tell them apart yet.‘You tell me,’ Kai responded.“What
happened here?” An officer barked at me and had his gun drawn on Kai.I thought of
something.“We should call our friend Sylvia. She will want to come down here and make sure
the other women are okay.”The darker-haired cop locked eyes with me. His pupils shifted white
for the slightest second. He reached in his pocket and pulled out a small velvet spell
pouch.“Sleep.” He threw powder in his partner’s face and eased him to the ground as he
crumpled into sleep. He walked over to the two women who were looking at him with fear and did
the same.Kai’s wolf was out. His eyes were yellow. I could tell he was ready to shift at any
second.“Friends of Sylvia’s are friends of mine, even if they are werewolves,” he remarked,
eyeing Kai.He pulled out a pendulum, and spun it over the dead woman’s body. I saw a fine mist
hover over the pendulum. It was white mist, my sign of a good witch.“Vampires,” he declared.“We
could have told you that,” Kai offered, tapping his nose. He didn’t need to be rude.‘Be nice,’ I
pressed him.The cop looked at Kai for longer than what was usually considered polite when
making eye contact with an Alpha. “You will have to excuse me, I’m not keen on taking the word
of a werewolf.”This was not going good. I needed to do something.I extended my hand. “I’m
Aurora. I’m Sylvia’s new clan member.”His eyebrows shot up at my declaration.“Yep. Witch and
werewolf. Unheard of and not possible, but here I stand,” I told him. He shook my hand and then
delicately turned my palm up and looked at the lines in it. This was a witch’s way of checking me
out. Kai growled, but I shushed him with a glare.“I’m Adrian. I have heard stories of your kind, but
never have I met one. You’re the Matefinder they speak of, aren’t you? Half witch, half werewolf.
You can find the mated pairs for your kind?”I didn’t think he would know so much about me. I
cleared my throat and pulled my hand back. “That’s me. I trust that you won’t broadcast that



around.”Adrian looked at me with intrigue. “The entire supernatural community already knows
about you, sweetheart.”‘If he calls you sweetheart again, I’m stuffing that sleeping powder down
his throat.’ Kai seethed and stepped closer to me.I stifled a laugh.“Why would the vampires be
so brazen and attack a public place leaving a mutilated body? They are no stranger to killing, but
they don’t usually do so to catch attention. The last thing they want is their food source finding
out they exist and fighting back,” Adrian commented.Something in Kai’s expression
changed.“We don’t exactly have a great relationship with the vampires right now. I think this was
done to send me a message,” I admitted.“Officer Navarro, report on the disturbance at Safe
Haven,” the walkie talkie on his belt squawked.“I have an idea,” he told us.Adrian grabbed the
walkie off of his belt loop and pressed a button. “Officer Navarro here. We have one body. Two
witnesses saw a rabid wolf attack the victim. It’s gone now, requesting back up.”He switched the
walkie talkie off and looked at Kai who was eying him with distrust. “Can you shift and walk
around in the blood to make paw marks then break through the window and trot off to create a
trail? Make sure to leave some fur near the body.”Kai looked at me. I nodded. It was a good idea.
The last thing we needed was an open murder investigation and for the women at Safe Haven to
think they were in danger with no one caught.‘I’ll be okay. Do it. I will pick you up down the street,’
I told him.‘Now we will have every hunter in the Pacific Northwest looking to kill a rabid wolf!’ he
roared.‘It’s our only option. How else do we explain a body this messy?’ I asked him.I could hear
sirens again.“The sleeping powder won’t hold much longer. Have you done a memory spell yet,
Aurora?” Adrian asked me as Kai shifted and walked around in the victim’s blood.I shook my
head no. Adrian went over to the two women and placed his hands on their heads. He lowered
his head and chanted under his breath. A fine white mist left his hands and wrapped around the
women’s heads. He walked over and did the same to his partner.‘Kai, go! If they see you they will
shoot you,’ I urged him.He looked at Adrian one final time and let a low growl rip from his throat
before crashing through the window. The sirens were closing in.Adrian finished with the spell
and walked over to me. “Your boyfriend doesn’t trust very easily, does he?”“My mate, actually.
No, he doesn’t. I can’t imagine he is happy to leave me with a man in uniform.”‘I heard that!’ Kai
shouted in my head. I smirked.“The women outside saw you, so I want you to give a quick
statement,” Adrian told me.“Thank you for your help. If we can repay you in any way let me
know.”Adrian nodded. “I could use some powerful Alpha blood for my spell castings.”I nodded in
return. “Consider it done.”Witches were always after werewolf blood or hair for their spells.
Hopefully Kai didn’t mind me just offering his up.After filling out the report, I gave a small speech
to the women about the rabid wolf and got in my car. I drove down the street to a protected strip
of forest and spotted Kai. He was hiding near the bushes and was naked save for a welcome
mat over his private parts.I laughed when he got in the car. “Welcome to my car.”He glared at me
playfully. I grabbed some pants from the back seat and threw them at him.“Put these on.
Although, I’m sorry to see you cover up,” I flirted.At that, he dropped the welcome mat and fully
exposed himself inside the car. He leaned over the armrest and grabbed my neck, pulling me in
for a long kiss.“When is our wedding night? I’m not sure I can wait any longer,” he confessed in a



husky voice.I smiled. But behind my smile I was worried. I wanted to marry him. I wanted to set a
date, but … Layla. “You know we don’t have to wait to do it until we are married. This is the 21st
century.” I laughed at his nakedness. “Cover up before someone sees you!”Kai slipped into his
pants and gave me a side glance. “Call me old fashioned. I’ve waited hundreds of years for my
mate. They say the first time you go to bed with your mate after the mating ceremony, it
transcends this reality. The mating ceremony opens the bond forever.”Whoa. Having a link with
Kai I could never close sounded terrifying. I was a stubborn, private woman with daddy issues.
He would know everything, all the time. I drove the rest of the way home in silence thinking about
his words.
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Read-Love-Review Blog, “Not you normal paranormal fiction. I love that this series carries the
same characters thru the books. I honestly can't stand when they change characters in the
middle of a story. Aurora is embracing both sides of herself, witch and werewolf, as well as her
special abilities. She is genuinely an enigma in the world of werewolves and definitely is
stubborn and strong. She is finding more about her abilities as both a witch and a werewolf. Now
she finds out she is, even more, a unique wow way to be blessed.This book is more about
protecting their own and hunting vampires. She takes a spiritual journey and learns more about
herself and her purpose. She also knows that there are two sides to every story; not all vampire
species are harmful. She discovers she is hiding in victim mode in her relationship instead of
embracing the gift of her mate. This book really delves into Native American legends, shaman,
and spirit quests.Upon returning, they have an interesting chat with a vampire. Also, start to plan
how to take them down. This book is about saving humanity and righting the supernatural
balance. I wish the author added in more romance and less action.They are trying so hard for
happily ever after, and every time they do, another threat pops up or some surprises. Things
heat up as the action arrives at their doorstep. They face unintended death, captivating battles,
and unforeseen actions. This book ends with a lot going on still not much has been solved.This
book was action-packed full of fights, decisions, and a journey to discover more. I loved how the
author changes the normal paranormal romance by adding all this chaos. It is an intriguing story
with lots of drama. I love that vampires and witches are not all bad but not all good. The wolves
are fighting for their survival, and the humans get to know about the supernatural. I liked how the
author brought in and changed an agent that assists them. Aurora's journey and past are
enlightening to the storylines, and I love how strong and intelligent Kai is. These characters are
captivating, and the storyline of the Mate Finder is interesting.I can't wait to read the third book
and hope it all works out for our couple, their pack, and the people they value.”

Chelsea Head, “Grace's Touch. One day Aurora was just your very unaverage half witch-half
wolf Matefinder. The next she is a Devi with two affinities and far more special than she ever
wanted to be. Where book one centered mainly around Aurora's wolf side, book two delves
greatly into her witch half and the multitude of deeper secrets that this half of her has to uncover.
War is coming and Aurora will need ever possible advantage in hopes of defeating the vampires,
as well as the wayward RAIDOS, but what she finds will be beyond her wildest imaginings, and
may very well mean her impending death. What will she sacrifice for the safety of her pack and
of all humanity? And worse yet, what in the WORLD is her mate up to?? Aurora continues to
grow and learn to be a leader to her pack and a protector of mankind. She has transformed
drastically from the unconfident and insecure woman who was first changed into a werewolf, to
the radiant and dominant young 'Alpha' female that we see before us now. How much more will
she change and mature before her time finally runs out? I can hardly wait to find out, even as I



fear for Aurora's possibly imminent end.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “STUPID WOMAN. Yes, I say this even though I'm a woman. She makes
rash selfish decision that always effects other people. Even with the DEVI another half thought
decision. I just don't believe this story ends the way the author is suggesting. I can't wait to see
who else will be reincarnated.”

Ali, “Whew. What a roller coaster of emotions. The characters are all so well written that I feel like
I actually know them. Kai and aurora are amazing and have an amazing chemistry. The drama is
out of this world and so many twist and turns that I didn’t see coming. The plot is so good and it
is such an easy read and also keeps you hooked and wanting to keep going. I am going into the
next book full of anxiety (in a good way) wondering what is going to happen. I like that it’s not
predictable and I’m surprised with what is going on.”

Annette Dahl, “I Love This Author's Writing Style. Kindle UnlimitedI've been pretty dissatisfied
with Kindle Unlimited and their selection of books. UNTIL I got to this series.I love this Author's
writing style. I don't care if the beta readers & the editor misses typos or punctuation; all I care
about is a balance between narrative and dialogue.  And, Leia Stone gets the balance it right.”

Jem14, “The story continues.... Wow!The second continues on the struggles, pitfalls and
endearing love of Kai and Aurora.Aurora is coming to terms with her past and thinking more
about her future. A future which is threatened unless she can assert her dominance.Loved
reading this book after the first And again didn’t want to put it down. The more you read and
understand the challenges both of these characters are facing, the more you begin to feel like
you’re entering their world.  One of age old rules and deep love and respect.”

Ruth Morris, “enjoyable. I read a lot of sci-fi fantasy. It takes me away from my pain. I am enjoying
the story lines. Looking forward to see what happens next. This book could be read by anyone
that likes this type of book.”

Tan, “Great book's. I like the storyline in the bookI would recommend getting the series of the
book'sAs I didn't want to put the book down”

Abba, “Well worth a read. Im always looking for new vamp shifter magic type books. Many are
the same story with different characters, this is not. New take on shifters and vamps and not like
any other book i have read.”

A. Walsh, “there is a good storyline and I like the lead characters. This is the second in the
Matefinder series and in some ways is an improvement on the first. While at times it is still a little
simplistic, there is a good storyline and I like the lead characters. There is a storyline which has



progressed since the first in the series and I have enjoyed reading this book.”

The book by Leia Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,668 people have provided feedback.
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